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A SHORT REVIEW ON THE THEORY OF GENERALIZED
CONICS
ABRIS NAGY
Dedicated to Professor Lajos Tamassy on the occasion of his 90th birthday
Abstract. Generalized conics are the level sets of functions measuring the
average distance from a given set of points. This involves an extension of
the concept of conics to the case of innitely many focuses. The measur-
ing of the average distance is realized via integration. Generalized conics
recently have many interesting applications from Finsler geometry to geo-
metric tomography. The aim of this survey paper is to collect the most
important results concerning generalized conics.
1. Introduction
Generalized conics are the level sets of functions measuring the average
distance from a given set of points. Polyellipses as the level sets of the function
measuring the arithmetic mean of distances from the elements of a nite point
set are one of the most important examples for generalized conics [7], [10].
They appear in optimization problems in a natural way [3]. The original
formulation is due to P. Fermat: nd the point P in the plane of the triangle
4ABC such that the sum PA+PB+PC is minimal. Polyellipses with three
focuses are also called trifocal curves. They have applications in architecture,
urban and spatial planning [8]. The characterization of the minimizer of the
function measuring the sum of distances from nitely many given points is
due to E. Vazsonyi [15]. He also posed the problem of the approximation of
convex plane curves with polyellipses. P. Erd}os and I. Vincze [1] proved that
it is impossible for regular triangles, see also [11].
It is natural to take any other type of mean instead of the standard arith-
metic one. To include hyperbolas we can admit simple weighted sum of dis-
tances. Classical conics can be considered as equidistant sets to suitable plane
circles. As plane circles play the role of the foci in this plot it is also natural to
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replace these circles by more complicated planar sets, hence equidistant sets
are generalizations of conics [9]. Lemniscates are sets all of whose points have
the same geometric mean of the distances (i.e. their product is constant). Lem-
niscates play a central role in the theory of approximation. The polynomial
approximation of a holomorphic function can be interpreted as the approxima-
tion of the level curves with lemniscates. The product of distances corresponds
to the absolute value of the root-decomposition of polynomials in the complex
plane.
In the case of an innite set of points we can use integration over the set of
foci to calculate the average distance. This concept was introduced by C. Gross
and T.-K. Strempel [2] and they posed the problem whether which results (of
the classical case) can be extended to the case of innitely many focal points
or to continuous set of foci.
The aim of this paper is to give a short review of the theory of generalized
conics and their applications based on the works [4, 5, 6, 7, 10, 13, 14] and
[12].
2. Preliminaries
Let RN be the N -dimensional real coordinate space with the standard basis
e1; : : : ; eN (N 2 N, N > 0). Vectors of the form x = (x1; x2; : : : ; xN) denote
elements of RN . Throughout this paper N will denote the N -dimensional
Lebesgue measure. RN is equipped with the canonical inner product
h ; i : RN  RN ! R;  x; y 7! 
x; y = NX
i=1
xiyi;
and R3 is equipped with the cross product
 : R3R3 ! R3;  x; y 7! xy = (x2y3   x3y2; x1y3 + x3y1; x1y2   x2y1) :









Denition 1. Let d : RN ! R be a metric and  be a measure on a compact
set K  RN with (K) > 0. The unweighted generalized conic function fK
associated to K is
(1) fK : RN ! R; x 7! fK(x) :=
Z
K
g(x; y)d(x; y) dy;
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where g : RN RN ! R is the kernel function for fK . The set K is called the
set of foci. The weighted generalized conic function FK associated to K is




g(x; y)d(x; y) dy:
The level sets CK =

x 2 RN jfK(x)  c
	
are called generalized conics.
3. Polyellipses
Polyellipses are one of the most important examples of generalized conics
with many applications. Basic properties of polyellipses and important results
are collected in this section along the works due to Sekino [10] and Nie, Parrilo,
Sturmfels [7].
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Theorem 1. The distance sum function f has a global minimizer.
Proof. Let D be a closed disk containing all the foci in its interior and let c
denote the center ofD. Since f is a continuous function, f attains its minimum
value M on the compact set D at some point s. We show that M is the global
minimum value of f . Let r be an arbitrary point in R2 n D and let q denote
the intersection of the boundary of D with the line segment connecting r and
c. Then the distance of q from any of the foci is less then the distance of r
from the same focal point. Thus f(r) > f(q)  f(s) = M . 
Theorem 2 ([10]). Let M 2 R be the the global minimum value of the distance
function f . Then every polyellipse with the distance sum greater than M is a
piecewise smooth Jordan curve and its interior is a nonempty compact convex
set.
The following theorem gives the degree of an n-ellipse as an algebraic curve.
Theorem 3 ([7]). Every polyellipse is an algebraic curve on the plane. The
polynomial equation dening an n-ellipse has degree 2n if n is odd and 2n   n
n=2

if n is even.
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Finally we would like to mention a result due to Sekino on the uniqueness
of the global minimizer of f . We say that the point s 2 R2 is the center of the
distance sum function f if s is the unique point at which f attains its global
minimum. By a critical point, we mean a point r 2 R2 where rf(r) = 0. This
includes the assumption that r is not one of the foci.
Theorem 4 ([10]). Let an n-ellipse be given. (A) Suppose the foci are non-
collinear. If a critical point exists then it is the center; otherwise one of the
foci coincides with the center. (B) Suppose the foci are collinear. If n is even,
then f has no center, and instead f attains its global minimum at every point
in the closed line segment joining the middle two foci; if n is odd, then the
middle focus is is the center.
4. Awnings
We would like to give an extended overview of [4] in this section. The
central problem is the characterization of the minimizer of the function (1)
under special choices of K and the kernel function.
Denition 3. Let  : [a; b] ! R3 be a continuous, piecewise smooth curve
under the partition a = t0 < t1 < : : : < tn 1 < tn = b. The generalized cone
C with directrix  and vertex x is the set
C(x) =

sx+ (1  s)(t)t 2 [a; b]; s 2 [0; 1]	
Consider the function
A : R3 ! R; x 7! A(x) := 2 (C(x))
measuring the area of C(x). Then the level sets of the form A(x) =const. are
called awnings spanned by .







j(x  (t)) 0(t)j dt
where u v denotes the cross product of the vectors u and v in R3.
Theorem 5. Every awning is the boundary of a generalized conic with the set
of foci , d = d2,  = 1 and kernel function
g(x; (t)) = sin

cos 1
 hx  (t); 0(t)i
kx  (t)k2  k0(t)k2

i.e. the sin of the angle of x  (t) and the tangent line of  at (t).
Theorem 6. The area function A is convex. Consequently the sets of the form
x 2 R3A(x)  c; c 2 R+	
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are convex closed subsets of R3. Except the case of a line segment as the focal
curve, any awning spanned by  is a convex, compact subset of R3 and the area
function A has a global minimizer.
In the following subsections we discuss the problem of the minimizer. We
formulate the analogues of Weissfeld's theorem [15] for the regular minimizer of
a function measuring the sum of distances (the arithmetic mean) from nitely
many given points.
4.1. Awnings spanned by simple polygonal chains. Let P be a closed








(n  3) such that no
three of them are collinear. Then the area function reduces to the nite sum







A point x is called regular if x; y
i 1; yi are not collinear for any i 2 f1; : : : ; ng.












i 1) (x  yi)(x  y
i 1) (x  yi)

is a unit vector orthogonal to the plane spanned by x; y
i 1 and yi. To char-
acterize the regular minimizers we need only to state the rst order condition
because of the convexity of the function. The analogue of the Weissfeld's
theorem [15] for the regular minimizer can be formulated as follows.




i 1   yi) ni(x) = 0
Example 1. The point x0 = (1=2; 1=2; 1=2) is the global minimizer of A for the
closed polynomial chain P6 with vertices (0; 0; 0), (0; 0; 1), (0; 1; 1), (1; 1; 1),
(1; 1; 0), (1; 0; 0). The chain represents a closed path along the edges of a cube.
The following example shows that the minimizer is not unique in general.
At the same time we present a non-regular case because the formula for the
directional derivative is far from being linear in the variable v.
Example 2. Let the vertices of the polygonal chain P12 be
y
0
= (0; 0; 0) ; y
1
= (0; 1; 0) ; y
2
= (0; 1; 2) ; y
3
= (0; 0; 2) ; y
4
= (0; 0; 1) ;
y
5
= (0; 1; 1) ; y
6
= (0; 1; 1) ; y
7
= (0; 0; 1) ; y
8
= (1; 0; 1) ;
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Figure 1. Example 1 - P6 and an awning spanned by P6
y
9
= (1; 0; 3) ; y
10
= ( 1; 0; 3) ; y
11









then for all v 2 R3
DvA(x) = jv  rj+ hv; n(x)i ;










i 1   yi) ni(x);
see (4). It is easy to check that hn(x); ri = 0 and jn(x)j = jrj = 1. Then we
get
DvA(x)  0
for all v 2 R3. This means that the origin belongs to the set of subgradients
of A at x and the general theory of convex functions says that x is a global
minimizer of A.
To provide the unicity of the minimizer, the basic idea is to require the
strict convexity of the function A. The conditions of the following illustrative
theorems guarantee that for any dierent points x1; x2 2 R3 we can nd an
index i such that the term










in the sum (2) is strictly convex along the line l of x1 and x2. This obviously
happens if l and the line through y
i 1 and yi are skew lines.




(1) n is odd, n  5
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are in general position for all i 2 f0; 1; : : : ; n  3g
then A has a unique global minimizer.




















are in general position for all i 2 f0; 1; : : : ; ng
then A has a unique global minimizer.
The conditions of Theorem 9 can be directly checked for the following ex-
ample: the chain represents a closed path along the edges of an octahedron.
Example 3. The point x = (1; 1; 0) is the unique global minimizer of A for the
closed polynomial chain P6 with vertices (0; 0; 0), (2; 0; 0), (1; 1; 2), (0; 2; 0),
(2; 2; 0), (1; 1; 2).
4.2. Awnings spanned by smooth curves. In the case of awnings spanned
by smooth curves the unicity of the minimizer can be also guaranteed in such
a way that we require the strict convexity. Since we have an `innite sum'
instead of (2) we should change the principle of existence of the `strict convex
term' in a suitable way:
(P) in the case of polygonal chains for any dierent points x1; x2 2 R3 we
should nd an index i such that x1, x2 and yi 1, yi determine skew
lines.
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Figure 3. Example 3 - P6 and an awning spanned by P6
(C) in the case of smooth curves for any dierent points x1; x2 2 R3 we
should nd a parameter t such that x1, x2 and the tangent at (t)
determine skew lines.
The following theorem gives a system of conditions to imply condition (C).
Roughly speaking condition 2 in Theorem 9 corresponds to the nonzero cur-
vature and condition 3 in Theorem 9 corresponds to the nonzero torsion (i.e.
the curve does not belong to any plane of the space).
Theorem 10. Let  : [a; b] ! R3 be a smooth curve with never vanishing
curvature and suppose that  is not a plane curve. Then A has a unique global
minimizer.
A point x is said to be regular for  if it is not an element of the set
(t) + s0(t)
t 2 [a; b]; s 2 R	
Theorem 11. A regular point x is a global minimizer of A if and only ifZ b
a
(x  (t)) 0(t)
j(x  (t)) 0(t)j  
0(t) dt = 0
As an application of the cited results let us investigate the following problem.
Example 4. Consider now the curve
(t) = (cos t; sin t; sin(3t)) t 2 [0; 2]
Then
0(t) 00(t) = ( 24 cos3 t sin t; 24 cos4 t  36 cos2 t+ 9; 1)
which means that the curvature is nonzero for all t 2 [a; b]. On the other hand
000(t) = (sin t;  cos t; 27 cos(3t))
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thus
h0(t) 00(t); 000(t)i =  24(4 cos2 t  3) cos t:
This shows that the torsion is nonzero in at least one point, and we can apply
Theorem 10, which says A has a unique global minimizer. We show that this
minimizer is the origin.
The origin is a global minimizer if and only ifZ 2
0
(t) 0(t)
j(t) 0(t)j  
0(t) dt = 0:
Notice that (t+ ) =  (t) holds for all t 2 [0; ]. ThenZ 2
0
(t) 0(t)






















j(t) 0(t)j  
0(t) dt = 0:
Figure 4. Example 4 -  and an awning spanned by 
5. Minkowski functionals and generalized conics
L. Bieberbach proved that the holonomy group of any at compact Riemann-
ian manifold is nite. If v is a non-zero element in the tangent space TpM then
its orbit is a nite set which is invariant under the holonomy group. As a focal
set the nite invariant system determines invariant polyellipses/pollyellipsoids.
Using parallel transports we can transfer the invariant polyellipse/polyellipsoid
to any tangent space. They form a smoothly varying family of compact convex
bodies in the tangent spaces. This is the general structure of the alternative of
the Riemannian geometry for the Levi-Civita connection. Finsler geometry is
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a non-Riemannian geometry in a nite number of dimensions. The dieren-
tiable structure is the same as the Riemannian one but distance is not uniform
in all directions. Instead of the Euclidean spheres in the tangent spaces, the
unit vectors form the boundary of general convex sets containing the origin in
their interiors. (M. Berger). Since the holonomy group is typically not nite
we should extend the notion of polyellipses to construct holonomy group -
invariant conics in the tangent spaces of a Riemannian manifold if possible.
Let   be a bounded orientable submanifold of RN (N  2). Consider the
function





where the integral is taken with respect to the induced Riemannian volume
form, and h : R ! R is a strictly monotone increasing convex function with





=: t0 < +1:





if x 6= y
t0 if x = y
Now we give the basic properties and an application of the above generalized
function originally presented in [13].






Consequently the sets of the form
x 2 RN F (x)  c; c 2 R	
are convex, compact subsets of RN .
Let G be a closed and, consequently, compact subgroup of O(N) the or-
thogonal group of RN . We would like to nd alternatives of the Euclidean
geometry for the subgroup G. By an alternative for the subgroup G we mean
a convex body K containing the origin in its interior, having smooth bound-
ary and invariant under the elements of G. Such a convex body induces the
Minkowski functional





x 2 K	 if x 6= 0
0 if x = 0
An alternative K is called non-trivial if the induced Minkowski functional
doesn't arrive from an inner product, i.e. the boundary of K is not a quadratic
hypersurface in RN .
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Denition 4. A subgroup G  O(N) is dense if for all units x and y there
is a sequence gm 2 G such that limn!1 gn(x) = y. Dense and closed subgroup
of O(N) are called transitive.
Denition 5. A linear mapping ' : RN ! RN is called linear isometry with
respect to the Minkowski functional L, if L  ' = L.
It is clear that if   is invariant under some element g 2 G then g is a linear
isometry with respect to the Minkowski functional induced by generalized con-
ics associated to  . In the case of dense subgroups of O(N) the only possible
invariant compact convex body is the unit ball with respect to the canonical
inner product. The following theorem states the converse of this statement.
Theorem 13 ([13]). Let G  O(N) be a closed subgroup; if G is not transitive
then there exists a non-trivial alternative for the group G.
The proof of the above theorem consists of two main parts depending on
the reducibility of the group G. The key step of the construction is to nd an
invariant set under G as the foci of a generalized conic.
5.1. The case of reducible subgroups. If N = 2 then it is easy to construct
a polyellipse which induces a non-Euclidean Minkowski functional L such that
G is a subgroup of the linear isometries with respect to L. If the dimension is
not less than 3, then, by the reducibility of G, we can take one of the Euclidean
spheres
S1  S2  : : :  SN 2
as the invariant set under the elements of G (in the case of one dimensional
invariant subspace consider its orthogonal complement). Using the same no-







(x1   cos t)2 + (x2   sin t)2 + x23 +   + x2N dt:
Theorem 14 ([5]). The generalized conic
CS1 =

x 2 RN FS1(x)  82

is not an ellipsoid (as a body).
Furthermore we have the following theorem.
Theorem 15 ([13]). Let N  4 and 2  k  N   2 be xed integers. The
generalized conic




1  3  : : :  (2l + 1)
is not an ellipsoid.
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Corollary 1. The generalized conics CSk (k = 1; 2; : : : ; n   1) induces non-
Euclidean Minkowski functionals L such that G is a subgroup of the linear
isometries with respect to L.
5.2. The case of irreducible subgroups. SN 1 as the set of foci gives gen-
eralized conics which are invariant under the whole orthogonal group because
of the invariance of the set of their foci. Therefore they are balls of dimension
N   1 and induce trivial Minkowski functionals.
Let us consider the orbits of points with respect to the closed, irreducible
group G instead of SN 1. If one of the convex hulls of a non-trivial orbit is an
ellipsoid (as a body) centered at the origin, then it must be ball in Euclidean
sense according to the irreducibility of G. Then G is transitive on the unit
sphere and all of the possible Minkowski functional must be Euclidean. On
the other hand if G is not transitive on the unit sphere, then the convex hull
of any nontrivial orbit induces a non-Euclidean Minkowski functional L such
that G is a subgroup of the linear isometries with respect to L.
Unfortunately the boundary of the convex hull of a nontrivial orbit is not
necessarily smooth. Now we show how to avoid singularities.
Denition 6. Let z 2 SN 1 be a xed point and consider its orbit  z. The
minimax point of  z is the point z








h : R! R; t 7! h(t) :=

t+ (t  a)e  1t a if t > a
t if t  a
By the help of standard calculus it can be seen that h is a smooth, strictly




d2 (x; ) d and bF (x) = Z
conv( z)
h (d2 (x; )) d
It is clear that F and bF are generalized conic function associated to conv  z.
Furthermore
F (z) = bF (z) =: c
and one of the sets dened by F (x) = c or bF (x) = c must be dierent from
the sphere unless the mapping
x 2 SN 1 7! max
2conv( z)
d2(x; )
is constant. Since  z  Sn 1, this is possible only if  z itself is the unit sphere
and G is transitive. Therefore we have the following theorem of alternatives.
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Theorem 16 ([13]). If G  O(N) is non-transitive on the unit sphere, closed
and irreducible, then one of the generalized conics
x 2 RF (x)  c	 and nx 2 R bF (x)  co
is dierent from a ball. Consequently one of them induces a non-Euclidean
Minkowski functional L such that G is a subgroup of the linear isometries with
respect to L.
6. Generalized conics with the taxicab metric
In the previous sections we have seen some special types of generalized conic
function where the standard Euclidean distance was used. Now we choose the
taxicab metric d1 instead. This is the starting point of a nice application of
generalized conics in the theory of geometric tomography.
Denition 7. Let K  RN a compact subset. The generalized 1-conic func-
tion associated to K is the mapping




Level sets of generalized 1-conic functions are called generalized 1-conics.






Consequently generalized 1-conics are compact convex subsets of RN .
Parallel X-rays are fundamental objects in geometric tomography. They
measure the sections of a given measurable set with hyperplanes parallel to a
xed 1-codimensional subspace. The formal denition is the following.
Denition 8. Let H be an N 1 dimensional subspace of RN and let E  RN
be a bounded, measurable set. Consider an orthonormal basis
 
v1; : : : ; vN 1

of H. The X-ray of E parallel to H is the mapping
XHE : R! R; t 7! XHE(t) := 1 ((tw +H) \ E)
where
 
v1; : : : ; vN 1; w

is an orthonormal basis of RN having the same orien-
tation as the the standard basis (e1; : : : ; eN).
For every i 2 f1; : : : ; Ng let XiK denote the X-ray of the compact set
K  RN parallel to e?i (the orthogonal complement of ei). The X-rays XiK
are called coordinate X-rays of K.
Theorem 18 ([6],[14]). For compact subsets K and K of RN f1K = f1K
pointwise if and only if XiK =a:e: XiK
 (i = 1; : : : ; N), i.e. the corresponding
coordinate X-rays are equal to each other almost everywhere.
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This theorem shows that generalized 1-conic functions carry all the infor-
mations of the coordinate X-rays. Moreover the coordinate X-rays can be
expressed explicitly by the generalized 1-conic function and vice versa.
@2
@xi






jxi   tjXiK(t) dt:
The above formulas allow us to work with generalized 1-conic functions
instead of coordinate X-rays. Generalized 1-conic functions of compact sets are
convex functions on RN , while X-rays of compact sets may have innitely many
discontinuities. The following example and theorem illustrates that generalized
1-conic functions also have a better behavior under limits than X-rays.
Example 5. Consider the set K = conv f( 1; 1); (2; 1); (2; 1); ( 1; 1)g. For
all n 2 N n f0g let kn be the smallest integer such that
kn(kn + 1)
2































and consider the sequence
Kn := cl(K n Ln)
containing the complements of Ln with respect to the set K. It can be easily
seen that Kn ! K with respect to the Hausdor metric and
lim
n!1
2(Kn) = 2(K)  lim
n!1





On the other hand the sequence of coordinate X-rays X2Kn is divergent in
every irrational t 2 [0; 1].
Theorem 19 ([14]). Let K  RN and suppose that Kn ! K with respect to the
Hausdor metric and limn!1 2(Kn) = 2(K) also holds. Then f1Kn ! f1K
pointwise.
If we have some additional information on the compact set K then the
condition limn!1 2(Kn) = 2(K) can be omitted. Let B  R2 be a rectangle
having sides parallel to the coordinate axes. The set MhvB consists of all non-
empty compact connected hv-convex sets contained in B.
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Theorem 20 ([12]). The mapping
: MhvB ! L1(B); K 7! (K) := f1K
is continuous between MhvB equipped with the Hausdor metric, and the func-




Theorem 21 ([12]). Let Kn  R2 (n 2 N) be a sequence of non-empty compact
connected hv-convex sets contained in the rectangle B. If f1Kn ! f1K with
respect to the supremum norm on B then any convergent subsequence of Kn
tends to a set K with respect to the Hausdor metric, such that K has the
same coordinate X-rays as K almost everywhere. If K is uniquely determined
by the coordinate X-rays then the symmetric dierence of K and K is a set
of measure zero.
The above theorems also hold if L1(B) is replaced by L1(B). A reconstruc-
tion algorithm is presented in [6] with a full proof of convergence based on the
these theorems.
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